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LIONEL VOICE CONTROL

VOICE STREAMING  & Recording

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned  
by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Lionel, LLC is under license.  
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple 
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Mac App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

This button activates the Lionel Voice Control (LVC) 
feature! Tap the button, speak a command and watch 
as your engine follows your lead!

 Tapping this opens the Voice Streaming and Recording menu. 
Engines with this feature allow you to record and play custom 

announcements OR live-stream your voice to your engine! 
Download the FREE 

LionChief APP on 
the Apple App Store 

& Google Play 
*Look for the VSR logo on the bottom of your engine to know if it is equipped with the Voice Streaming & Recording feature.

LIONEL’S LIONCHIEF 

BLUETOOTH APP  

PUTS YOU IN CONTROL!

Connect wirelessly with 
LEGACY, O-Gauge, HO and S-Gauge Trains

CONTROL ALL YOUR LOCOMOTIVES
FROM THE SAME DEVICE



The ever-growing lineup of trains offered by Lionel has allowed for user 

flexibility from the most basic of operating controls in the LionChief category to 

the legendary advanced features of a Legacy locomotive. This broad range of 

engine control types has left a gap when it comes to having a single hand-held 

controller to operate a model railroad. That is until now.

Symbolically modeled after the Hell Gate Bridge in New York City, the new Lionel 

Base3 bridges the gap between LEGACY, TMCC, LionChief+2.0 and now LionChief, 

LionChief+, FlyerChief and of course conventional locomotives 

from a single controller. The Base3 is compatible 

with the Legacy Cab2 or Cab-1L 

hardware remotes as 

well as the new Cab3 APP 

for Android or Apple 

smart devices. The Cab3 

App will open doors for 

brand new features like 

our 4 digit addressing 

feature – available for 

the first time on our new 

Vision Class A.

The Base3 and Cab3 APP features many new innovations that allow you to 

fully connect with your world of Lionel model trains.

Introducing the 

Lionel Base3 
& Cab3 APP



TM



Lionel Base3
2208010 $499.99
This revolutionary command base brings control of all Lionel engine command types to a single controller of your choosing. 

FEATURES:
• Your choice of controller:

• Built-in Wi-Fi for full Base3 functionality with the Cab3 APP (see next page for details!)
• Compatible with the Cab2 or Cab-1L remotes

• Control the new VISION LINE Class A with 4-digit addressing using the Base3’s Destiny radio and the Cab3 APP!
• VISION Class A also includes the Legacy radio for control with a Cab-1L or Cab2 remote.
• Control Lionel Legacy, TMCC, and LionChief+2.0 engines through the Base3’s Legacy radio
• Control Lionel Bluetooth LionChief+, LionChief, and FlyerChief engines through the Base3’s Bluetooth radio
• Control Lionel RF LionChief+, LionChief, and FlyerChief engines through the Base3’s RF radio
• Layout Control System: 3 PDI ports for expanded LCS use. Built-in circuit monitoring to protect the Base3 from PDI short circuits
• Memory module support

• Included writable module to easily transfer your engine roster from your Base2 to your new Base3
• Reads older Legacy engine orange modules

• Wi-Fi Base3 firmware updates using the Cab3 APP
• Dimensions: 10.3” wide X 5.4” deep X 2.6” tall

• WPS Connect (Wi-Fi)
• TMCC Channel Select for Cab2 and Cab-1L remotes
• Base3 firmware update mode

Each light indicates a command sent over 
a certain communication channel.
•  Green: Wi-Fi activity
•  Yellow: Cab2/Cab-1L activity
•  Blue: LionChief Bluetooth activity
•  Red: LionChief RF activity

Orange glow light to indicate a Wi-Fi Connection

Lionel Base3
One base. One wire. A complete control system. 

• Wi-Fi AP/Network
• BLE Pair
• RF Pair

Circle “L” Logo Light
Slide Switches

Push Buttons

Indication Lights



Blue glowing “breath” lights. Intensity 
of glow increases as Base3 activity is 
increased

BASE3 CAN SUPPORT UP TO 10 CONTROLLERS SIMULTANEOUSLY!  
ANY COMBINATION OF CAB-1L, CAB2, OR CAB3 APP!

The Base3 includes 3X PDI connectors for the 
Layout Control System. No longer will you be 
limited to connecting all LCS modules on a 
single daisy-chain. The Y-cable will also no 
longer be needed!  
See page 240 for LCS product!

Included USB cable allows for 
communications connection to a PC. 
Use 3rd party control software such 
as the eTrain Command Console. Also 
use the Legacy System Utility when 
needed. 

Connect a single wire to your track’s 
outer rail for Legacy and TMCC train 
control

Transfer engine roster from Base2 to 
Base3. Also compatible with older 
orange engine modules.

LEGACY Cab-1L Remote Control
•  Works with new Lionel Base3!
•  Also works with Legacy Base2 and Base-1L

637155 $164.99

Slide Switches

LIONEL Blue Lights TMCC Binding Post Memory Module Support

Master ON/OFF Switch LCS Control USB Connection



Lionel Cab3 APP 
Lionel is no stranger to the world of smart device applications. The iCab
and LCS APPs gave users smart device control of Legacy and TMCC products 
using the LCS Wi-Fi module and a Legacy Base2. The LionChief APP has given 
direct Bluetooth control to users, allowing basic controls of everything from a 
LionChief locomotive up to a Bluetooth-equipped Legacy locomotive. We 
thought, why not combine them?

Operate up to 3 Bluetooth-
equipped locomotives at once. 
Cycle through using left/right 
arrows

Lionel Voice Control lets you 
take charge using your voice! 
Compatible with any Lionel 
Bluetooth-equipped locomotive.

Use the throttle handle to change 
speeds. Watch the speed step 
ticker animate as the speed 
changes!

This button will stop all running 
locomotives at once. This includes 
locomotives running on both the 
Bluetooth and Command Base 
tabs.

The APP automatically populates 
the locomotive’s road number and 
image!

Cab3B 
Bluetooth

Engine Information

Throttle Animation

Emergency Halt!

Operate More at Once!

LVC



for Android and iOS  
smart devices

Introducing the Cab3 APP for iOS and Android smart devices. This APP offers
two modes that can operate concurrently. The Bluetooth tab will feel familiar
to the LionChief APP, with all-new features being included. The Command
Base tab connects to the new Base3 and gives full control of all Lionel
command types and products. Full control of your railroad empire is now in
the palm of your hand.

Cab3L 
Command Base

ID number, engine name and road 
number, and engine image are 
displayed!

All of the controls of the Cab-2 
remote and more!

For Legacy locomotives, the 
whistle/horn slider is position 
sensitive, allowing you to choose 
intensity!

Connection settings for Base3 Wi-Fi 
connection or connect to a Base2 
using a LCS Wi-Fi module.

Control accessories, switches, 
routes, trains, and more!

Locomotive Information

Comprehensive Control

Wi-Fi Connection

Quilling Whistle/Horn

Not Just Engines!



Lionel’s American Flyer line offers a blend of 1/64 

scale marvels alongside classic toy train models 

to satisfy any model railroader or collector. Our 

latest additions include the fantastic Whistle 

Steam effect added to S Scale for the first time, 

a new freight car type and an array of sets and 

rolling stock to get you started or keep the thrill 

of toy trains alive!

S
GAUGE



FlyerChief® Our FlyerChief system was designed 
to make running your train set so simple! FlyerChief 
remotes have an easy to use throttle, with forward 
and reverse, and user-activated buttons for bell, 
whistle/horn and announcements.

Legacy® These engines have Lionel LEGACY® 
command control on board and can also be 
operated with conventional transformer or DCC.

ElectroCouplers™ LEGACY®, LionChief® Plus, TMCC® 
required) Open these couplers anywhere on the 
layout without uncoupling track sections.  
The Cab 1L, Cab 2 or Cab 3 Remote Controller 
activates the ElectroCouplers™.

RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry 
standard, the impressive RailSounds® sound 
system brings the real sounds of the railroad to 
your layout. From the mechanical symphony of the 
locomotives, to the commotion of the station, 
you will be impressed by the digitally recorded 
samples of these special and authentic sounds.

Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on 
board, allowing them to connect with a compatible 
smart device. 

Lionel Voice Control (LVC) Gives users the ability to 
speak commands into their phone via the Lionel 
LionChief App and control their train with voice 
commands.



Back after a long hiatus from the 
catalog and with new road name and 
detail variations, the LEGACY 2-8-8-2 
is one of the finest models Lionel has 
ever produced in S Scale. Stunningly 
detailed from pilot to tender, these 
locomotives give you the look and 
power of a big locomotive but are 
still operable on tight curves and 
small layouts. And now we’ve made 
it even better, adding our popular 
whistle steam feature to American Flyer 
for the first time!
Based on the USRA standard 2-8-
8-2 design, which was itself largely 
derived from the Norfolk & Western’s 

Y-3, these locomotives saw service 
on railroads across the country, some 
second-handedly in later years. Well 
suited to heavy drag hauls in the 
mountains, the 2-8-8-2s could be 
seen in other roles and environments 
as well.
Many of the road names offered in 
this release are based on the early 
USRA designs, including the distinctive 
and smaller USRA tender. A first for 
these models in S. Models like this 
don’t come around the bend often 
- so get to your dealer and place 
your order!

 ▶ Legacy Control 
 ▶ Legacy Railsounds 
 ▶ Whistle Steam
 ▶ Directional LED headlight
 ▶ Classification lights
 ▶ Firebox flicker and ashpan 

glow 
 ▶ Cab light 
 ▶ Die-cast tender and 

locomotive body 
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke 
 ▶ Electrocoupler  
 ▶ DCC-equipped
 ▶ Length: 21 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

SANTA FE #1796
2221050 $1799.99

BALTIMORE & OHIO #7150
2221060 $1799.99

CLINCHFIELD #730
2221070 $1799.99

VIRGINIAN #702
2221130 $1799.99

WHISTLE STEAM!

S-GAUGE

2-8-8-2

ROAD SPECIFIC DETAILS!RAILSOUNDS!
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ALL

RIO GRANDE #3504
2221080 $1799.99

PENNSYLVANIA #377
2221110 $1799.99

NORFOLK & WESTERN #2020
2221090 $1799.99

UNION PACIFIC #3672
2221120 $1799.99

American Flyer LEGACY® Engines Are Not Equipped with Bluetooth.

NORTHERN PACIFIC #4501
2221100 $1799.99



PA AA SETS

SANTA FE GOLD BONNET LEGACY SET

In February of 1960, Santa Fe provided a special train for an ad campaign by General Electric. A single Alco PA was adorned in a 
special gold and stainless-steel paint scheme, accompanied by four cars. The special train toured California for several weeks 
before the cars and locomotive were returned to their normal colors.      
With a gleaming metallic finish, this special train is sure to be a showstopper on your layout! This set includes a LEGACY PA and four 
passenger cars. It also features sounds, smoke an ElectroCoupler and front pilot cover detail! Cars feature LED lighting, die-cast 
trucks and operating couplers.

The Alco PA has been an American Flyer staple for 
generations.  These models feature Legacy control and 
RailSounds, smoke and LED lighting in both units, along with 
sounds in the lead powered unit and an ElectroCoupler on 
the non-powered unit.
These new models also feature another great detail that 
fans have been requesting - a closed in front pilot! This 
newly designed piece gives you the look of a PA with a full 
pilot and coupler doors closed and greatly improves the 
appearance of these traditional models. It’s a fitting detail 
for what is often called “the most beautiful diesel” after all! 
Pick up one of these beauties for your growing roster!

FEATURES:
 ▶ LEGACY Control
 ▶ 1 Powered and 1 Non-powered unit

BOTH UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Directional LED lighting
 ▶ Non-operating rear couplers

POWERED UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ Dual motors
 ▶ RailSounds
 ▶ Newly tooled pilot cover
 ▶ Optional non-working front coupler (user 

installed)

NON-POWERED UNITS FEATURE:
 ▶ Front ElectroCoupler
 ▶ Length: 26"
 ▶ Minumum Curve: R20

NICKEL PLATE ROAD 
2221140 $899.99

NEW HAVEN 
2221150 $899.99

ALL

PILOT COVERS!

S-GAUGE



SANTA FE “GOLD BONNET” LEGACY SET 
2217040 $999.99

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ LEGACY PA
 ▶ Streamlined baggage car
 ▶ 3 Streamlined passenger coaches

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ LEGACY Control
 ▶ RailSounds
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke
 ▶ Rear-ElectroCoupler
 ▶ Front pilot cover detail

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ LED interior lighting
 ▶ Window silhouettes

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 66.5”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

15

SOUTHERN 
2221160 $899.99

UNION PACIFIC 
2221170 $899.99



PENNSYLVANIA DOCKSIDER FLYERCHIEF SET

Looking to get your feet wet in S Gauge? Great for beginners or those just looking 
to expand your collection, this set has everything needed to get started in S. The 
Docksider switcher will operate on Bluetooth with the included remote control or the 
free app. You can also run it with a conventional transformer. Realistic rolling stock, an oval 
of American Flyer FasTrack and power supply are also included. This train could be the 
keystone of a great collection!

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ 0-6-0 Dockside Switcher
 ▶ Boxcar
 ▶ Gondola with cement container load
 ▶ Caboose
 ▶ Twelve AF Fastrack R20 Curves
 ▶ One 10" AF Fastrack Straight
 ▶ One 10" AF Fastrack FlyerChief terminal track
 ▶ Wall Pack power supply
 ▶ FlyerChief Remote for locomotive

TM

The screech of a whistle echoes from deep within 
the stone quarry pit as an 0-6-0 starts up the 
steep grade to the breaker with another load 
of granite. Enjoy the gritty excitement of industrial 
railroading on your layout with this action-packed 
set. An activation track is included to operate the 
two side dump gondolas and an additional car is 
available separately for expanded fun.

GILBERT GRAVEL FLYERCHIEF DOCKSIDER SET 
2017020 $419.99

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ 0-6-0 Dockside Switcher
 ▶ 2 Operating side dump cars
 ▶ Caboose
 ▶ Twelve AF FastTrack R20 Curves
 ▶ One 10” AF FastTrack Activation Track
 ▶ One 10” AF FastTrack FlyerChief terminal track
 ▶ Wall Pack power supply
 ▶ FlyerChief Remote for locomotive

 ▶ Dump Bin for gravel
 ▶ Plastic “gravel” loads for dump cars

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Bluetooth control with included remote, 

LionChief Universal Remote, or LionChief APP.
 ▶ Conventional AC transformer control
 ▶ RailSounds RC sound system with steam chuffing 

and background sounds, whistle, bell and 
user-activated announcements

GILBERT GRAVEL FLYERCHIEF DOCKSIDER 

S-GAUGE
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PENNSYLVANIA DOCKSIDER FLYERCHIEF SET 
2217030 $349.99

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ Electric locomotive controlled by remote or 

app
 ▶ User-selected operational mode: 

Conventional AC transformer OR FlyerChief 
wireless remote or app with AC or DC power

 ▶ RailSounds RC sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, whistle, bell 
and user-activated announcements

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor

 ▶ On/Off switch for sound
 ▶ Directional lighting including operating 

headlight and backup light
 ▶ Front and rear operating couplers
 ▶ Die-cast metal frame
 ▶ Traction tires

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors on boxcar
 ▶ Removable coal load in hopper

 ▶ LED Interior illumination in caboose

FLYERCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell and 

announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA batteries (not included)

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Set Length: 31"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

TM

GILBERT AQUARIUM CAR 
1919420 $99.99

 ▶ Illuminated interior
 ▶ Motor-driven belt
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 8 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

GILBERT GRAVEL SIDE DUMP CAR #203 
2019450 $94.99

 ▶ Dumps when activated on activation track  
(6-49085 sold separately)

 ▶ Activation clip for traditional AF track 
included

 ▶ Plastic “gravel” load

 ▶ Dump bin included
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 7 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ On/Off switch for sound
 ▶ Directional lighting including operating 

headlight and backup light
 ▶ Front and rear operating couplers
 ▶ Die-cast metal frame
 ▶ Traction tires
 ▶ AF Speed Control maintains speed on curves 

and grades

FREIGHT CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
 ▶ Dump cars operate with activation track
 ▶ Plastic “gravel” loads for dump cars
 ▶ Interior illumination in caboose

FLYERCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell and 

announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA batteries (not included)

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Dimensions: Length: 31” 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20



Beautiful streamlined consists are 
the perfect match for your PA’s or 
other passenger power!

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and  
operating couplers

 ▶ LED interior lighting
 ▶ Window silhouettes
 ▶ Length: 13 3/8”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

ALL

NICKEL PLATE ROAD 2-PACK (#345, #500)
2219420 $189.99 

NICKEL PLATE ROAD 4-PACK (#210, CITY OF CLEVELAND, #108, #400) 
2219410 $379.99

NEW HAVEN 2-PACK (#5599, #18)
2219440 $189.99 

NEW HAVEN 2-PACK (#5599, #18)
2219440 $189.99 

S-GAUGE

STREAMLINED PASSENGER CARS
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NICKEL PLATE ROAD 2-PACK (#345, #500)
2219420 $189.99 



STREAMLINED PASSENGER CARS

SOUTHERN 2-PACK (#1702, #1614)
2219460 $189.99 

SOUTHERN 4-PACK (#702/DELAWARE, #3787, #951, #1101/LOUISIANA)
2219450 $379.99 

UNION PACIFIC 4-PACK (#5601, PACIFIC SANDS, #4811, #1576)
2219470 $379.99

UNION PACIFIC 2-PACK (#5715, STAR DUST)
2219480 $189.99 

Beautiful streamlined consists are 
the perfect match for your PA’s or 
other passenger power!

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and  
operating couplers

 ▶ LED interior lighting
 ▶ Window silhouettes
 ▶ Length: 13 3/8”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

ALL

S-GAUGE
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SOUTHERN 2-PACK (#1702, #1614)
2219460 $189.99 



Take your hoppers to new heights with these 
new models! As traffic sources changed, railroads 
often repurposed older equipment for new 
uses. Hoppers originally designed for coal 
could also haul coke or wood chips, but with their 
lighter density there was room for more capacity. 
Many railroads simply worked around that issue by 
raising the sides.
Equipped with a newly tooled extension, these 
hoppers are ready to go into service on your 
layout hauling coke, wood chips, sugar beets - 
whatever you’d like to pile high! Each road name 
is available in two road numbers.

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Removable load
 ▶ Newly tooled side extensions for wood-

chip or coke service!
 ▶ Length: 9” 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

WOOD CHIP HOPPERS
ALL

CHESSIE #110031
2219261 $69.99

CHESSIE #113308 (not shown)
2219262 $69.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #9106
2219281 $69.99

NORFOLK SOUTHERN #9144 (not shown)
2219282 $69.99

NEW TOOLING!

S-GAUGE
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BANGOR AND AROOSTOOK #831
2219251 $69.99

BANGOR AND AROOSTOOK #874 (not shown)
2219252 $69.99

MAINE CENTRAL #3502
2219271 $69.99

MAINE CENTRAL #3504 (not shown)
2219272 $69.99

SOUTHERN PACIFIC #352006
2219291 $69.99

SOUTHERN PACIFIC #352150 (not shown)
2219292 $69.99



3-BAY HOPPERS
ALL

RIO GRANDE #17126
2219301 $64.99

RIO GRANDE #17654 (not shown)
2219302 $64.99 

RIO GRANDE #17782 (not shown)
2219303 $64.99 

RIO GRANDE #17819 (not shown)
2219304 $64.99 

RIO GRANDE #17868 (not shown)
2219305 $64.99

PEABODY COAL #6901
2219321 $64.99

PEABODY COAL #6922 (not shown)
2219322 $64.99 

PEABODY COAL #6943 (not shown)
2219323 $64.99 

PEABODY COAL #6969 (not shown)
2219324 $64.99 

PEABODY COAL #6972 (not shown)
2219325 $64.99

VIRGINIAN #20407
2219331 $64.99

VIRGINIAN #20420 (not shown)
2219332 $64.99 

VIRGINIAN #20498 (not shown)
2219333 $64.99 

VIRGINIAN #20516 (not shown)
2219334 $64.99 

VIRGINIAN #20681 (not shown)
2219335 $64.99

NORFOLK & WESTERN #100016
2219311 $64.99

NORFOLK & WESTERN #100028 (not shown)
2219312 $64.99 

NORFOLK & WESTERN #100035 (not shown)
2219313 $64.99 

NORFOLK & WESTERN #100042 (not shown)
2219314 $64.99 

NORFOLK & WESTERN #100087 (not shown)
2219315 $64.99

A perfect complement for your 2-8-8-2, these 
hoppers are available in 5 numbers per road-
name to make building a long coal train easy.

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Removable load
 ▶ Length: 9"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

S-GAUGE



Enjoy the rhythm of the rails as your trains roll 
along! These cars play authentic train noises 
whenever the train is in motion. No command 
control or programming required, just couple up 
and go! Cars include a volume knob and max/
min switch to adjust the volume and frequency of 
the noises. We recommend adding one of these 
sound cars about every 5-8 cars is a train for a 
realistic symphony of the rails.

 ▶ Plays realistic train sounds recorded on 
board railroad cars

 ▶ Volume control knob
 ▶ Max/Min switch for more variety in sound 

frequencies
 ▶ Works on any conventional or command 

control layout
 ▶ Opening side doors
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Stamped metal frame
 ▶ Length: 8 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum curve: R20

FREIGHTSOUNDS BOXCARS

25

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK
2019010 $139.99

TOLEDO PEORIA & WESTERN
2019020 $139.99

NASHVILLE CHATANOOGA & ST. LOUIS
2019030 $139.99

FRISCO
2019040 $139.99

VESUVIUS CRUCIBLE
2019050 $139.99



Keep cool with new insulated boxcars! Although 
these cars lacked refrigeration equipment, 
their insulated bodies kept non-perishables 
at steady temperatures in both hot and cold 
climates. Often found in food and beverage 
service, these cars hauled many products over 
the years. Colorful graphics were also common 
to help these priority cars stick out in a yard of 
“boxcar red.”

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 8 3/4”
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

ALL

COTTON BELT #30043
2219371 $64.99

COTTON BELT #30049 (not shown)
2219372 $64.99

FRUIT GROWERS EXPRESS #383849
2219381 $64.99

FRUIT GROWERS EXPRESS #383861 (not shown)
2219382 $64.99

S-GAUGE

INSULATED BOXCARS
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO #7783
2219361 $64.99

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO #7792 (not shown)
2219362 $64.99

PENNSYLVANIA #19103
2219391 $64.99

PENNSYLVANIA #19121 (not shown)
2219392 $64.99

WESTERN MARYLAND #7
2219401 $64.99

WESTERN MARYLAND #14 (not shown)
2219402 $64.99



PENNSYLVANIA
2119050 $79.99

PP&L
2119060 $79.99

TRAILER TRAIN
2119070 $79.99

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Two removable milk containers
 ▶ Length: 9 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20 FLORIDA JUICE #1357

2019171 $64.99

FLORIDA JUICE #1361 (not shown)
2019172 $64.99

RENKENS #1418
2019181 $64.99

RENKENS #1492 (not shown)
2019182 $64.99

SEALTEST #1395
2019191 $64.99

SEALTEST #1414 (not shown)
2019192 $64.99S-GAUGE

DEPRESSED CENTER FLATCARS

MILK FLAT CARS

 ▶ Die-cast body
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Removable cable reel load
 ▶ Reel Diameter: 2 3/8"
 ▶ Length: 10"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20
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PENNSYLVANIA
2119050 $79.99

TRAILER TRAIN
2119070 $79.99

CSX #720195
2119201 $64.99

CSX #720273 (not shown)
2119202 $64.99

RIO GRANDE #56326
2119211 $64.99

RIO GRANDE #56374 (not shown)
2119212 $64.99

PENNSYLVANIA #390241
2119221 $64.99

PENNSYLVANIA #390252 (not shown)
2119222 $64.99

US STEEL #260032
2119232 $64.99

GONDOLAS WITH PIPE LOAD

 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Removable pipe load
 ▶ Length: 8 3/4"
 ▶ Minimum curve: R20



AMERICAN FLYER 2022 
CHRISTMAS BOXCAR
2219340 $69.99

 ▶ Die-cast trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 8 3/8"
 ▶ Minimum curve: R20

US AIR FORCE MISSILE FLATCAR #7014
2119150 $64.99

 ▶ Die-cast trucks and operating 
couplers

 ▶ Two removable missiles
 ▶ Works with rocket launch cars
 ▶ Length: 9 1/2"
 ▶ Minimum curve: R20

US AIR FORCE SEARCHLIGHT CAR
2119130 $69.99

 ▶ Illuminated LED searchlight
 ▶ Die-cast body
 ▶ Die-cast trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Length: 10"
 ▶ Minimum curve: R20

S-GAUGE

ASSORTED
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AMERICAN FLYER 2022 
CHRISTMAS BOXCAR
2219340 $69.99

 ▶ Die-cast trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 8 3/8"
 ▶ Minimum curve: R20

TELEPHONE POLES 6-PACK
649086 $34.99

 ▶ Pack of six poles
 ▶ Metal details
 ▶ Height: Approx. 5 3/8"

WOODSIDE REEFERS FEATURE:
 ▶ Die-cast sprung trucks
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Length: 8 3/8"
 ▶ Minimum curve: R20

CENTURY BEER WOODSIDE 
REEFER #4600
2119090 $69.99

OUR MOTHERS COCOA 
WOODSIDE REEFER #15630
2119110 $69.99

SENATE BEER WOODSIDE 
REEFER #100
2119120 $69.99



THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

TM

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ FLYERCHIEF BLUETOOTH 5.0 SET 
2217050 $499.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ COMBINE CAR 
2019210 $94.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ HOT CHOCOLATE CAR 
2019440 $94.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ DINING CAR 
2019220 $94.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BOXCAR #122522 
2219350 $69.99

 ▶ Die-cast trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 8 3/8"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

S-GAUGE



THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s22)

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BAGGAGE CAR 
644130 $94.99

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ ADD-ON COACH 
644132 $94.99

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Dual rail collector and  

flicker-free lighting
 ▶ Silhouettes in windows
 ▶ Molded under body 

detail
 ▶ Simulated snow on roof
 ▶ Length: 14” 
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™ BOXCAR #122522 
2219350 $69.99

 ▶ Die-cast trucks 
 ▶ Operating couplers
 ▶ Metal frame
 ▶ Opening doors
 ▶ Length: 8 3/8"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

SET INCLUDES:
 ▶ 2-8-4 Berkshire steam locomotive and tender
 ▶ Coach Car 
 ▶ Abandoned Toy Car
 ▶ Observation Car
 ▶  Three pieces of AF FasTrack® 10" straight, twelve 

pieces of AF FasTrack® R20 curve track, one AF 
FasTrack® 10" terminal track

 ▶ 54W 18VDC Wall Pack Power Supply
 ▶  FlyerChief™ remote control
 ▶ The Polar Express™ Bell

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES:
 ▶ User-selected operation modes: 

Conventional AC transformer mode or 
FlyerChief™ wireless remote control with 
AC or DC power and included remote or 
downloadable app

 ▶ Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your 
locomotive by speaking commands into your 
phone via LionChief® App

 ▶ AF Speed Control – retain a steady constant 

speed whether traveling on inclines, declines, 
or flat terrain

 ▶ On/Off switches for sound, smoke, and 
transformer/remote operation mode

 ▶ Locomotive with forward, neutral, and reverse 
operation

 ▶ Die-cast metal locomotive body, tender and 
frame

 ▶ Die-cast metal trucks
 ▶ RailSounds® RC sound system with steam 

chuffing while in motion
 ▶ Realistic background sounds, whistle and bell 

all triggered by remote
 ▶ Operating headlight
 ▶ Directional LED on tender (rear light)
 ▶ Operating coupler on rear of tender
 ▶ Fan-driven smoke unit
 ▶ Powerful maintenance-free motor
 ▶ Two traction tires for added grip
 ▶ Large “Polar” pilot and headlight lens shield
 ▶ Also controllable with Universal Remote (6-

83071, sold separately)

PASSENGER CAR FEATURES:
 ▶ Interior illumination
 ▶  Operating couplers on front and rear
 ▶ Dual rail collector and flicker-free lighting
 ▶   Decorated drumhead and rounded viewing 

platform on observation car
 ▶ Silhouettes in windows
 ▶ Underbody detail
 ▶ Simulated snow on roof

FLYERCHIEF® REMOTE FEATURES:
 ▶ Forward and reverse speed control knob
 ▶ Three buttons to activate whistle, bell and 

announcements
 ▶ Requires three AAA batteries (not included)

ADDITIONAL SET FEATURES:
 ▶ Length: Approx. 50"
 ▶ Minimum Curve: R20

THE POLAR EXPRESS™ FLYERCHIEF SET

TM



1.75" STRAIGHT 
647987 $5.49

1.375" STRAIGHT 
647988 $5.49

5" STRAIGHT 
649867 $5.99

30" STRAIGHT 
649862 $17.99

R27 WIDE RADIUS CURVE 
649859 $9.99

 ▶ 27" Radius (54" Diameter)

10" STRAIGHT 
649852 $6.49

4.50" STRAIGHT 
647986 $5.49

S-GAUGE

AF FASTRACK®
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R20 HALF CURVE 
649878 $6.49

 ▶ 20" Radius (40" Diameter)

45 DEGREE CROSSOVER 
649863 $28.99

 ▶ Length: Approx. 9" X 9"

90-DEGREE CROSSOVER 
649864 $28.99

 ▶ Length: Approx. 7 9/10" X 7 9/10"

R27 HALF CURVE 
649892 $8.99

 ▶ 27" Radius (54" Diameter)

R20 FULL CURVE TRACK 
649853 $6.99

 ▶ 12 30-Degree Sections Per Circle 
 ▶ 20" Radius (40" Diameter)



AF FASTRACK® SWITCHES

S-GAUGE

5" TRANSITION TRACK 
649858 $10.99

R27 LEFT-HAND COMMAND/ REMOTE SWITCH 649885 $164.99

R27 RIGHT-HAND COMMAND/ REMOTE SWITCH (not shown) 649886 $164.99 

R20 LEFT-HAND COMMAND/REMOTE SWITCH (not shown) 647941 $120.99 

R20 RIGHT-HAND COMMAND/REMOTE SWITCH (not shown) 647940 $120.99 

R20 LEFT-HAND MANUAL SWITCH (not shown) 649868 $54.99 

R20 RIGHT-HAND MANUAL SWITCH (not shown) 649869 $54.99 

R27 LEFT-HAND MANUAL SWITCH (not shown) 649883 $75.99 

R27 RIGHT-HAND MANUAL SWITCH (not shown) 649884 $75.99 

UNCOUPLING TRACK 
649895 $27.99

EARTHEN BUMPER 
649893 $14.99

10" TERMINAL TRACK 
649854 $9.99

LIGHTED BUMPERS (SET OF 2) 
649866 $36.99

Bulletproof switches are the foundation of any 
track system. They allow you to grow and expand 
your layout. AF FasTrack switches are second to 
none when it comes to durability and innovative 
features. Manual, Remote, and Command switches 
are all available for each type of switch offered. 
AF Command Control switches can be activated 
with a CAB-1, CAB-1L, CAB2 remote controller.
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AF FASTRACK ACTIVATOR RAIL 
649085 $21.99

 ▶ Length: 10"

FLYERCHIEF TERMINAL TRACK 
649896 $9.99

 ▶ 10" straight with barrel jack adapter

FIGURE EIGHT ADD-ON TRACK PACK 
649889 $93.99

 ▶ 6 AF FasTrack® R20 Curve Track
 ▶ 4 AF FasTrack® 5" Straight Track
 ▶ 1 AF Fastrack® 90-degree Crossover

INNER PASSING LOOP ADD-ON TRACK PACK 
649890 $139.99

 ▶ 1 Left-Hand Manual AF FasTrack® R20 Switch
 ▶ 1 Right-Hand Manual AF FasTrack® R20 Switch
 ▶ 4 AF FasTrack R20 Curves

OUTER PASSING LOOP ADD ON TRACK PACK 
649990 $170.99

 ▶ 6 AF FasTrack® R20 Curve Track
 ▶ 4 AF FasTrack® 5" Straight Track
 ▶ 1 AF Fastrack® 90-degree Crossover

SIDING TRACK ADD ON PACK 
649991 $109.99

 ▶ 1 Left-Hand R20 Manual Switch
 ▶ 3 10" Straight Track
 ▶ 1 AF Bumper

AF FASTRACK®



•Control any Bluetooth equipped Legacy locomotive 
•Control any O-Gauge LionChief® Plus locomotive 
•Control any O-Gauge Ready-to-Run LionChief®
   set locomotives 

•Control any S-Gauge FlyerChief™ locomotive. 

•Control any Lionel HO LionChief® locomotive. 

•Load and operate up to three locomotives
 per remote at any one time 

•Choose between any one of the three engines 
 with the simple 3-button control

•LED Illumination on 1-2-3 buttons when pressed  

•On/Off Switch to preserve battery power 

•Remote “Train Memory” preserves current speed                   
and direction of engine when toggling operation  
between different locomotive  

•Even after power down and restarting remote 
retains memory of the specific engines 
•“Easy Clear” feature allows you to quickly remove 
and add new locomotives into remote memory 

•Forward and reverse speed control knob 

•Additional buttons for whistle sound, bell, special                                    
  announcements, and ElectroCoupler™ activation 

•Requires three AAA alkaline batteries 
(not included)

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

FEATURES

UPDATE YOUR REMOTE USING OUR UNIVERSAL 
REMOTE OVER-THE-AIR UPDATER APP

HOTSPOT
FEATURE!NEW

Control All Your 
Locomotives with 
One Remote

 SIMPLE AS 1-2-3

Lionchief® Engines on the track 
are identified and loaded into 
the universal remote memory. 

Push one of the three buttons on 
the remote dashbboard to run 

the engine of your choice.

LIONEL’s

6-83071       $54.99
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The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned  
by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Lionel, LLC is under license.  
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple 
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Mac App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

Download the FREE 

LionChief APP on 
the Apple App Store 

& Google Play 

LIONEL’S LIONCHIEF 

BLUETOOTH APP  

PUTS YOU IN CONTROL!

Pitch Controls Master Volume

Individual Volume Controls

VOICE STREAMING  & Recording

 Tapping this opens the Voice Streaming and Recording menu. 
Engines with this feature allow you to record and play custom 

announcements OR live-stream your voice to your engine! 

*Look for the VSR logo on the bottom of your engine to know if it is equipped with the Voice Streaming & Recording feature.

Horn/Whistle Locomotive NumberBell

Announcements ElectroCoupler™ Direction

LIONEL VOICE CONTROL

This button activates the Lionel Voice Control (LVC) 
feature! Tap the button, speak a command and watch 
as your engine follows your lead!

Visual Engine Identification Engine Information

HotSpot Mode Link Search Unlink

Smoke

ThrottleSpeed LimitMomentum

Compatible with new
Lionel LEGACY, O-Gauge, HO

and S-Gauge Trains!



180W POWERHOUSE (10A) 
685226 $229.99

 ▶ Power your railroad empire with an 
advanced 180-Watt PowerHouse 
Power Supply. UL® - listed for safe 
operation, this mighty power supply 
is perfect for your TMCC Track Power 
Controller or Direct Lock-on.

GW180 (10A) 
637947 $359.99

 ▶ AC power supply
 ▶ 180 Watts of Power (10 AMP)
 ▶ Throttle lever to control speed and power. 

Operate your favorite features with the bell, 
whistle/horn, and direction buttons.

 ▶ 0-18 volt variable AC output serves as main track 
power source

 ▶ Programmable AC output for accessory operation
 ▶ Powerhouse™ power supply provides overcurrent 

protection in the event of a short circuit

ZW-L TRANSFORMER 
637921 $999.99

 ▶ The ZW-L Transformer is designed to give 
you smoother operation and more realistic 
control of your engines and accessories. 
Operation of the four handles now allows 
for fine control of up to 200 speed steps. 
Voltage and current from each of the four 
channels of the ZW-L Transformer are cleanly 
displayed in four easy-to-read, analog 
ammeter/voltmeter dials that are housed in 
the “dashboard” face.

 ▶ A full 620-watts of power are built inside 
the unit. To keep your Controller operating 
safely, the ZW-L also comes equipped with 
an automatic temperature controlled cooling 
fan, a circuit breaker for each channel output, 
and an on/ off switch on the front.

CW80 TRANSFORMER (REVISED) 
1908080 $169.99

 ▶ 80 Watt AC power supply
 ▶ Throttle lever to control speed and power. 

Operate your favorite features with the bell, 
whistle/horn, and direction buttons.

 ▶ 0-18 volt variable programmable AC output 
for accessory operation

 ▶ Compatible power supply for:
 • LionChief
 • LionChief Plus
 • LionChief Plus 2.0
 • Legacy
 • Traditional transformer locomotives
 • Plug-Expand-Play Accessories
 • Traditional Accessories

 ▶ Built-in circuit protect for derailments and 
shorts

S-GAUGE

POWER & CONTROL



LIONCHIEF 72 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
681603 $59.99 

 ▶ 4 AMP DC Power Supply

POWERMASTER ADAPTER CABLE 
612893  $24.99

 ▶ Connects your transformer to a 
PowerMaster® for LEGACY®, TMCC® and 
conventional locomotive operation

TMCC DIRECT LOCK ON 
634120 $59.99 

 ▶ Connect your Powerhouse Power 
Supply directly to the track with the 
TMCC Direct Lock-on. Featuring a 
selectable current setting (for the 
135-Watt or 180-Watt Powerhouses), 
the Direct Lock-on eliminates the 
need for a PowerMaster if you run 
only TMCC- or LEGACY-equipped 
locomotives. For added safety, the 
Direct Lock-on provides over-current 
protection and an automatic reset. 

LEGACY POWERMASTER 
637146 $129.99

 ▶ Lionel’s LEGACY® PowerMaster® provides superior AC track-voltage control for your command-
equipped layout.  Use it with any Lionel remote to adjust the track power from a Lionel PowerHouse® 
or other external AC transformer (sold separately) from the CAB-1L or CAB-2.  The PowerMaster® lets you 
restore track power from your remote so that you don’t have to search for tripped breakers.

 ▶ Control conventional locomotives remotely; speed, direction, whistle or horn, and bell; use one per 
track loop

 ▶ Vary track power to fine-tune lighting, accessories, and command-equipped engines
 ▶ Controls up to 180 watts of external power
 ▶ Receive commands wirelessly, no serial cable required
 ▶ Control one or more powered accessories as a group

LEGACY 360W POWERMASTER 
682883 $239.99

 ▶ Includes a user settable switch to select 15 or 20 amp circuit protection.
 ▶ Works with all Lionel Command remotes
 ▶ Control conventional locomotives wirelessly; speed, direction, horn/whistle and bell
 ▶ Controls up to 360 Watts of external power; equivalent of two 180W Powerhouses
 ▶ Compatible with all smooth sine wave transformers from all eras (with the addition of a power 

Adapter Cable, 612893, sold separately)
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LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector

AC PowerPROGRAM
A U A U

AMC2

6-81641

LIGHTS MOTORS2- 2+ 1- 1+ 2- 2+ 1- 1+

LCS ACCESSORY MOTOR CONTROLLER (AMC2) 
681641 $129.99

 ▶ Gives you control over your accessories like never before. When used in 
conjunction with lights, the AMC-2 allows you to control bulb brightness from 
the CAB Remote Controller. When used in conjunction with your accessories’ 
motors, the AMC-2 gives you control over operation.

 ▶ Precise motor and/or light control 
 ▶ Operation of accessory speed, direction, or function from the CAB remote 

controller
 ▶ Programmable accessory motor speed or light intensity
 ▶ Operates up to two motors or up to two lights

LCS BLOCK POWER CONTROLLER 2 (BPC2) 
681640 $129.99

 ▶ Switches up to 8 AC track power blocks and is configured as 8 normally open 
relays, split into two banks of four. Each of these two banks has a common 
terminal feed. This allows for two power districts and 8 blocks. Each individual 
relay is rated for 20 amps.

 ▶ The BPC2 may be configured as either a Track or Accessory device with IDs 
from 1 to 91 

 ▶ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS®  Wi-Fi

LCS ACCESSORY SWITCH CONTROLLER 2 (ASC2) 
681639 $129.99

 ▶ Can be configured into “Switch mode” or “Accessory mode” operation.
 ▶ When configured in accessory mode, up to eight lights, uncoupling tracks or 

basic ON/OFF accessories can be controlled    
 ▶ Accessory mode is configured as 8 normally open relays, split into two banks 

of four
 ▶ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS® Wi-Fi

S-GAUGE



LCS PDI CABLES
use either connector

Sense
Return

PROGRAM

STM2

switch
sense

switch
sense89101112131415 7 6 5 4 3 2 116

6-82728

SW

1’ LONG 
681500 $14.99 

3’ LONG (not shown) 
681501 $15.99

10’ LONG (not shown) 
681502 $19.99

20’ LONG (not shown) 
681503 $19.99

LAYOUT CONTROL SYSTEM PDI CABLE
 ▶ When you add a second and 

subsequent LCS® device to your 
installing, you’ll need additional 
LCS® PDI cables. Each piece of LCS 
hardware connects to the next in 
daisy-chain fashion. Choose one 
of four available lengths to fit your 
needs.

LCS SERIAL CONVERTER 2 (SER2) 
681326  $69.99

 ▶ Adding the SER2 gives you a new DB9 port to reconnect your old devices
 ▶ The SER2 also boosts the available serial data drive current, so you can 

connect all your wired serial devices without the need for a separate serial 
booster

 ▶ Can be operated from Lionel CAB remotes and/or the LCS® App+LCS®

LCS SWITCH THROW MONITOR (STM2) 
682728  $109.99

 ▶ Provides accurate information about the position of all connected switches, 
even if they have been thrown manually or by non-derailing activation.

 ▶ Monitors up to 16 track switches and instantly transmits any change in switch 
points to all connected LCS®-aware Apps

 ▶ Every command to throw switch positions— from a smart device or a Lionel 
CAB® Remote—also updates the switch position on your LCS® App screen
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